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stylistics cambridge textbooks in linguistics amazon com - stylistics is the linguistic study of style in language it aims to account for how texts project meaning how readers construct meaning and why readers respond to texts in the way that they do. statistics for corpus linguistics edinburgh textbooks in - although a bit dated this combination textbook reference book remains useful and in print it presents the basic statistical tools used to study large bodies of text and prepares readers for further study in a more software oriented text such as analyzing linguistic data a practical introduction to statistics using r or quantitative corpus linguistics with r a practical introduction, blog authors oxford university press - david baker is co author with michael swan of grammar scanoup 2008 and commissioned and edited the third edition of swan s practical english usage he taught english in france in the late 1980s both at the university of paris and in a number of business training centres he completed a master s degree in english and applied linguistics at the university of cambridge in 1991, universal decimal classification wikipedia - the universal decimal classification udc is a bibliographic and library classification representing the systematic arrangement of all branches of human knowledge organized as a coherent system in which knowledge fields are related and inter linked the udc is an analytic synthetic and faceted classification system featuring detailed vocabulary and syntax that enables powerful content, effective writing second language acquisition english - advanced writing in english as a foreign language a corpus based study of processes and products horvath jozsef lingua franca csoport advanced writing in english, databases a z miami university libraries - the american antiquarian society s historical periodicals thematic subset collection documents the life of america s people from the colonial era through the civil war and reconstruction with digital access to the most comprehensive collection of american periodicals published between 1684 and 1912
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